
Executive Dashboard 
& Reporting, a product 
of the Direct Commerce 
Procure-to-Pay suite of 
services, provides data 
analytics and a standard 
library of reports covering 
best practices and key 
performance indicators 
(KPIs) that you, the buyer, 
need to make for more 
informed decisions. 

Our product is an easy-
to-use tool that provides 
standard and configurable 
reports, and a real-time 
dashboard for better 
management visibility.

Direct Commerce’s Executive Dashboard 
& Reporting product allows you to format 
and filter your data to improve decision-
making and efficiency. 
The Direct Commerce® Executive Dashboard & Reporting product has the 
ability to display metrics in a variety of ways including; by department, by 
user, and by date. The dashboard comes with several predefined views, 
with the ability to filter, format, group and aggregate data to suit your 
particular needs.
Our sophisticated data service enables the visualization of historical 
trends and current transactional data. 

Features

• Flexible real-time dashboard views

• Easy-to-use wizard tool to set up reports and online views

• Business reports with filter and formatting options

• Search, listing, and tracking 

• Exportable data into Excel and CSV

Benefits

• Management views of business trends and workloads 

• Provide additional tools to effectively manage AP operations 

• Better visibility to enhance productivity 

• Measure and track KPI and industry benchmarking
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To learn more about how Direct Commerce solutions can optimize your 
discount management and P2P automation, visit directcommerce.com  
or email info@directcommerce.com
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Our product is an easy-to-use tool that 
provides standard and configurable reports, 
and a real-time dashboard for better 
management visibility.

Direct Commerce® Executive Dashboard & Reporting has the ability to 
deliver these metrics in an array of forms (.pdf, .xml, .csv) to the appropriate 
personnel. Our standard reports offer a variety of insights on process 
invoice summary, total invoice count, total vendor counts, and discount 
management. Results provided by our standard summaries maximize visibility 
into your business. 

The Executive Dashboard & Reporting service is configured on a per 
company and user-role basis. The product offers analysis on system, user, 
invoice, and discount offered activity. Data informatics can be set up to 
assess by month, region, department or supplier. Executive Dashboard & 
Reporting can also be set up to create ad-hoc queries 24/7, yielding unique 
reports to fit your company’s needs. True configurability empowers your 
business to evaluate data in new ways. 

Our Executive Dashboard & Reporting service drives a smarter processes and 
improves performance, to allow you to realize your full potential

Executive Dashboard & Analytics 
Highlights

• Pending approval

• Regularly-generated reports 

• Pending encoding

• Parked pending receipt

• Pending resolution 

• In process invoice detail

• Approval aging report summary

• Invoice reconciliation report 

• Total invoice count

• Total invoice dollar value

• Total vendor counts

• User performance

• Dynamic expiring discount report

• Discount management
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